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Broadcast agenda

2:00 - 2:05 Housekeeping and introductions
Moderator: Carlos León, FNA

2:05 - 2:45 Aligning Technology with Policy: A look at the recent Oliver Wyman Forum and 
Amazon Web Services (AWS) Report
Larissa De Lima, Senior Fellow, Future of Money Initiative, Oliver Wyman Forum
and
Erica Salinas, Global Technical Leader - Blockchain, Amazon

2:45 - 3:00 Q&A

On-demand viewers can ask questions via email: carlos@fna.fi or visit www.fna.fi 

mailto:carlos@fna.fi


About FNA

FNA is a leader in advanced 
network analytics and 
simulation. 

FNA’s software is used to 
uncover hidden connections 
and anomalies in large, complex 
datasets; to predict the impact 
of stress events; and to 
optimally configure financial 
systems and infrastructures. 

FNA is trusted by the world’s 
largest central banks, 
government authorities, 
commercial banks and financial 
infrastructures.
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The Benefits

✔ Test different design choices 

✔ Understand CBDC adoption outcomes related to 

disintermediation, financial inclusion, payment behavior

✔ Simulate ‘shocks’ and stresses 

✔ Improve decision making

Our solution enables users to rapidly test, model and 
simulate the economic and financial stability 
implications of introducing a CBDC – or other forms of 
retail digital currency.

FNA’s CBDC Simulation solution is at the forefront of innovation 



Broadcast speakers

Larissa De Lima 
Senior Fellow, Future of Money Initiative
Oliver Wyman Forum

Guest

Erica Salinas
Global Technical Leader - Blockchain
Amazon

Guest

Larissa leads the Forum’s research on Central Bank 
Digital Currencies (CBDCs) and their impact on the future 
of financial systems and meets regularly with 
policymakers of major central banks to discuss those 

issues. 
She previously managed the Forum’s Future of Data 
Initiative, where she led research on attitudes toward 
sharing data during the pandemic and how value/profit is 
created and shared across data ecosystems.

Larissa has a Master’s in Public Policy from the Harvard 
Kennedy School and an MBA from Harvard Business 
School. While pursuing her BA in computer science, she 
conducted research in artificial intelligence and 
computational neuroscience. She is an avid reader across 
genres and enjoys writing speculative fiction short stories.

Erica serves to advise and accelerate web3 projects across the 
enterprise to meet emerging customer needs. 
Prior to current role, she led the digital assets initiative within the 
worldwide public sector at AWS, part of the global team that 
supports central banks and international financial institutions as 
they seek to achieve their mandates amid rapidly changing 
technology.

Prior to joining Amazon, Erica worked as an enterprise product 
manager for a blockchain start-up, spent time researching the 
intersection of technology and microfinance, in particular the 
impact of mobile money on financial inclusion. 

Erica has a Master’s in Finance and Development Economics from 
American University and a Bachelor’s and Master’s in Electrical 
Engineering from MIT. She finds joy in applying emerging tech to 
bend history gently in the right direction.
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Outside scope of the paper: Legal feasibility and changes to regulatory, supervisory framework; System requirements (for example, security, resilience, throughput, scalability); and Instrument features (for example, cost to users, devices)
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Outside scope of the paper: Legal feasibility and changes to regulatory, supervisory framework; System requirements (for example, security, resilience, throughput, scalability); and Instrument features (for example, cost to users, devices)
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Setting a clear vision and design principles
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From design principles to policy trade-offs
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From trade-offs to solution architecture

Solution exploration

System 
management

Wallet and 
account 
management

Identity 
management

Distributed 
control

Centralized 
control

Individual 
control

Distributor 
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services

Policy trade-offs

• Transaction processing
• Data storage

• Wallet type (custodial or non-custodial)
• Account level
• Reporting

• Privacy from the central bank
• Privacy from the system
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Different distributor models and dynamics

Wholesale processors that manage all 

individual and business transactions, 

while only transacting with the central 

bank and other distributors through 

the core CBDC ledger?

Processing agents that play a role in 

infrastructure management and its 

governance, while all transactions are 

processed through the core CBDC 

ledger?

Custodians that provide custody of 

funds, while the central bank 

processes all transactions and 

maintains the core ledger?

Gateways that only serve as a trusted 

interface into the CBDC system by 

providing API access between wallets 

and central bank infrastructure?

Desired intermediaries

3





Ask any questions: carlos@fna.fi 

Schedule a demo to explore how FNA’s CBDC Simulator can 
support your project 

Access previous CBDC Broadcasts here

Get in touch

Coming up in nextThank you.
#8 CBDC broadcast has now finished

August 30: 

FMI Broadcast #4 
Phil Mochan, Founder and CEO, Nomos.digital 
Claudio Ceresani, Founder and CEO, DGT.solutions

August 31: 

FNA Suptech Technology Showcase 
Register here

mailto:carlos@fna.com
https://meetings.hubspot.com/carlos526/fna-simulator-demo
https://fna.fi/insights/the-cbdc-broadcast-rewind/
https://share.hsforms.com/1ttThNC6hSha5umXmHvQGwA2lq08

